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Up to date exam data.
NEW QUESTION: 1
When planning business analysis information management, what are the factors that influence
storage and access decisions?
A. Business rules and change strategy
B. Organizational values and procurement strategy
C. Business policies and methodology adopted
D. Organizational standards and tool availability
Answer: D
Explanation:
Business analysis information can be stored in many ways. Storage decisions depend on many
factors such as who must access the information, how often they need to access it, and what
conditions must be present for access. Organizational standards and tool availability also
influence storage and access decisions. The business analysis approach defines how various
tools will be used on the initiative and how the information will be captured and stored within
those tools. Tools may shape the selection of business analysis techniques, notations to be
used, and the way that information is organized.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician is tasked with selecting components to build a computer that will be used for
computer aided drafting and computer aided modeling. Which of the following components
are the BEST choices? (Select TWO).

A. MIDI sound card
B. TV tuner
C. Onboard graphics
D. Socket 1366 CPU
E. Triple channel memory
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
http://www.tomshardware.com/forum/306223-28-socket-1155-1366
http://www.tomshardware.com/forum/292783-30-triple-channel-dual-channel

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two protocols are connection-oriented? (Choose two.)
A. Ethernet
B. UDP
C. PPP
D. TCP
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) are a
connection-oriented protocols.
References:
http://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/definition/connection-oriented
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